
JUNIOR HIGH QUIZ BOWL RULES 

 

1. Each round of quiz bowl will consist of 24 questions. 

2. Each team receives 10 points for each correct answer.  Zero points are awarded for an incorrect answer 

if the moderator was NOT interrupted. 

3. Teams may answer a question at any time after the moderator begins reading the question.  If a 

contestant interrupts the moderator, the team will receive 10 points for a correct answer.  If a contestant 

interrupts and answers incorrectly, 5 points will be deducted from that team’s score, and the question 

will be repeated for the opposing team. 

4. Teams will have a maximum of ten seconds to ring the buzzer from the time the moderator finishes the 

question.  Math questions requiring computation will have at least 30 seconds. 

5. A contestant must wait to be recognized by the moderator before answering.  If a contestant blurts out an 

answer before being recognized, the question will be repeated for the other team. 

6. Contestants may confer before pressing the buzzer.  The contestant who presses the buzzer must answer 

the question.  After the buzzer is pressed students may not confer. 

7. If a contestant hesitates in answering the question, the moderator will give him/her five seconds to begin 

answering the question.  Another team member may not prompt or help the contestant with his/her 

answer. 

8. If the moderator misreads a question or accidentally reveals the answer, a replacement question may be 

read. 

9. Pencils and scratch paper will be provided for contestant use in working math questions or other 

questions, such as lining up events in chronological order for a social science question, or putting 

authors’ names in order for a language arts question, etc. 

10. Only the first answer given by a contestant will be accepted for the answer, whether correct or incorrect. 

11. Only the team captain may ask the moderator for a judge’s decision on an answer.  This must be done at 

the time the answer is given.  The decision of the judge is final.  Team captains also have the right to 

question a procedural matter, and must do so at the time, rather than after the round has been completed.   

12. Alternate contestants may not be substituted during a round, but can be substituted between rounds. 

13. A minimum of three contestants must compete in any round. 

14. Coaches may not challenge answers or question a judge’s final decision on an answer.  This is the job of 

the team captain. 

15. Breaking ties:  In the event of a tie at the end of a round, tie-breaker questions will be given until one 

team answers correctly, or a team interrupting the moderator answers incorrectly.  Tie-breaker questions 

are provided with each round. 

16. All math answers must contain necessary information if asked for, such as inches, feet, etc. 

17. Each team must have a captain.  The team captain is the only person who can question the 

procedural matters or challenge a question.  After each round the team captain must sign the 

score sheet. 

18. The team captain must sit in the first inside chair at the table. 


